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Abstract

Weighted decoding methods composed of the001
pretrained language model (LM) and the con-002
troller have achieved promising results for con-003
trollable text generation. However, these mod-004
els often suffer from a control strength/fluency005
trade-off problem as higher control strength is006
more likely to generate incoherent and repeti-007
tive text. In this paper, we illustrate this trade-008
off is arisen by the controller imposing the tar-009
get attribute on the LM at improper positions.010
And we propose a novel framework based on011
existing weighted decoding methods called012
CAT-PAW1, which introduces a lightweight reg-013
ulator to adjust bias signals from the controller014
at different decoding positions. Experiments on015
positive sentiment control, topic control, and016
language detoxification show the effectiveness017
of our CAT-PAW upon 4 SOTA models2.018

1 Introduction019

Controllable text generation is a challenging task in020

natural language generation, which aims to gener-021

ate diverse text related to specified attributes. Domi-022

nating studies follow PPLM (Dathathri et al., 2020)023

and adopt a weighted decoding strategy (Krause024

et al., 2020; Yang and Klein, 2021; Liu et al.,025

2021a). They usually employ an external controller026

with weight λ to bias the output distribution of a027

fixed pretrain LM. And the weight λ is positively028

correlated to control strength, thereby achieving029

strength-adjustable controllable text generation.030

However, those weighted decoding methods031

suffer from a trade-off problem between control032

strength and text fluency. As illustrated in Figure033

1, when control strength increases, fluency of text034

generated by these SOTA models such as PPLM035

(Dathathri et al., 2020), Fudge (Yang and Klein,036

2021), GeDi (Krause et al., 2020), and DExperts037

1CAT-PAW stands for ControllAble Text generation with
Position-Aware Weighted decoding.

2Our dataset and codes will be available at: xxx.
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Figure 1: Trade-off between control strength and text
fluency on positive sentiment control, where control
strength is the probability of being positive and perplex-
ity is an inversely proportional metric to fluency. Each
point represents results sampled from an individual λ.

(Liu et al., 2021a) will drop rapidly. In addition, 038

cases in Figure 2 shows that with the increase of 039

weight λ from 0.03 to 0.09, models are more likely 040

to degenerate with repetitive, contradictory and in- 041

coherent contents such as “it was war war for war”. 042

Therefore, it’s vital to alleviate the trade-off as an 043

ideal controllable generator should generate high- 044

quality text under different control strengths. 045

Based on our analysis, the trade-off is due to 046

the controller assigning bias signals to all decod- 047

ing positions while ignoring the original results of 048

LMs. This makes current models generate attribute 049

tokens at inappropriate positions. Take military 050

topic control task and PPLM model as an example, 051

which is shown in Figure 2. With prefix The potato 052

and a relatively high weight λ = 0.09, PPLM at- 053

tempts to generate text highly relevant to military. 054

When it comes to the decoding step at token first, 055

candidate tokens of the LM are unrelated to the 056

military topic, but the controller enforces a military 057
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PPLM: The potato is the most popular vegetable
in Europe and is used in many European
countries, including Belgium, Greece, Italy... 

PPLM: The potato plant has been the main target of a
massive anti-pest attack by the government in China. The
plant was the target of a massive attack from the army... 

λ = 0.09

λ = 0.06λ = 0.03

PPLM: The potato was a great food staple, and it
was also one of the world's first war weapons.
The potato was the first weapon to make war
possible, and it was war war for war...

CAT-PAW: navy / army / Army / Navy / military / Empire / royal / East / Royal / troops
GPT-2: Empire / army / Isles / navy / Navy / East / Army / people / colonies / royal

GPT-2: domest / vegetables / crops / fruits / 
foods / plants / edible / food / cultivated / to
CAT-PAW: major / domest / crops / foods / 
vegetables / great / food / fruits / known / to

λ = 0.09GPT-2: domest / vegetables / crops / fruits / 
foods / plants / edible / food / cultivated / to
PPLM: war / mass / food / inventions / to /
industrial / major / nuclear / weapons / foods

CAT-PAW: The potato was a great food staple, and it was
also one of the world's first major crops. It was also the
main food source of the British navy during the Napoleonic
and World War II periods. The British navy began...

Figure 2: Illustration of cases on military topic, where green represents prefix, red represents tokens on military
topic, purple denotes military tokens leading to degeneration, and blue stands for top candidate tokens irrelevant to
military. We demonstrate cases from PPLM with weight λ ∈ [0.03, 0.06, 0.09]. As λ increases, PPLM generates text
containing more military tokens, which means higher control strength. However, the generated text is more likely
to encounter degeneration such as repetition and commonsense contradiction. Besides, we present top candidate
tokens of both LM and PPLM respectively at the decoding step just before degeneration, reflecting a contradiction
in preference to military tokens. Finally, we show how our CAT-PAW generates high-quality text in accordance with
the LM’s preferences as much as possible.

bias, which causes PPLM to generate the sentence058

“The potato was a great food staple, and it was also059

one of the world’s first war weapons.”, which is060

contradictory to commonsense.061

In this paper, we present a general generative062

framework CAT-PAW for weighted decoding meth-063

ods to alleviate the trade-off problem. Besides stan-064

dard LMs and controllers, we add a lightweight065

module named regulator that finely-grained ad-066

justs bias signals from the controller at different po-067

sitions. In detail, our regulator determines whether068

to suppress or further amplify the bias signal by069

detecting differences between output distributions070

of the LM and the target attribute. As a result,071

our framework avoids the adverse interference pro-072

duced by the controller to the language model. At073

the same time, CAT-PAW can be easily deployed074

on all existing weighted decoding methods.075

We implement our CAT-PAW on 4 SOTA mod-076

els and conduct experiments on positive sentiment077

control, topic control, and language detoxification.078

Besides normal evaluation metrics such as control079

strength, fluency, and distinctness, we design a080

novel metric called slope for trade-off evaluation.081

As the dotted lines in Figure 1, the slope is obtained082

by performing a linear fit in a smooth interval to the083

trade-off curve between control strength and text084

fluency. Results show that our CAT-PAW can ef-085

fectively alleviate the trade-off and achieve higher086

control strength with less sacrifice on fluency.087

2 Method 088

In this section, we first introduce current weighted 089

decoding methods and analyze how they induce 090

the trade-off. Then we describe the general frame- 091

work CAT-PAW composed of an LM, a controller, 092

and our regulator module. Last we illustrate two 093

designs of our regulator. 094

2.1 Weighted Decoding 095

Given a sequence of tokens X = {x1, · · · , xn}, 096

LMs (Radford et al., 2018, 2019; Brown et al., 097

2020) based on Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) 098

compute the unconditional probability P (X) au- 099

toregressively as: 100

P (X) =
n∏

i=1

P (xi|x<i)

=
n∏

i=1

softmax(hi),

(1) 101

where hi is logits for the ith token computed by 102

the LM. For controllable generation with target 103

attribute a, weighted decoding methods model the 104

conditional probability P (X|a) with Bayes rule 105

P (X|a) ∝ P (X)P (a|X) and decompose it into 106

an LM P (X) and a controller P (a|X). 107

To adjust control strength of target attribute a, 108

weighted decoding methods recompose the condi- 109

tional probability with additional weight λ: 110

P (X|a) ∝ P (X)P (a|X)λ (2) 111
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Figure 3: Illustration of original weighted decoding method and our CAT-PAW. The red arrow represents the bias
signal from the controller, and its thickness is positively related to the strength. (a) Original weighted decoding
method. (b) When controller tries to bias output distribution from LM at an inappropriate position, regulator will
provide a negative amplitude as a suppressor. (c) Regulator will pass the bias signal or even amplify it when it’s fine.

As the LM generates one token at a time, the112

controller P (a|X) needs to provide a bias signal113

to the LM at step i only based on x<i. Therefore,114

previous work (Dathathri et al., 2020) takes con-115

troller P (a|x<i) as an approximation3 of P (a|X)116

at position i, modifying Equation (2) as4:117

P (X|a) ∝
n∏

i=1

[
P (xi|x<i)P (a|x<i)

λ
]
. (3)118

As shown in Equation 3, the next token is pre-119

dicted by the combination of LM and λ weighted120

controller. However, the controller only cares about121

how to make the prefix x<i more related to attribute122

a while ignoring the original results of LMs. There-123

fore, as λ increases, the controller gradually takes124

over LM’s control of the decoding process. And the125

generated text will possess higher control strength126

with lower fluency, leading to the trade-off.127

2.2 CAT-PAW128

To alleviate the trade-off and generate high-quality129

text, we present CAT-PAW with a module named130

regulator f(a, P (x≤i)) that can adjust bias signals131

from the controller properly at different decoding132

positions. Concretely, the regulator will suppress133

the bias signal and let the LM dominate this decod-134

ing step when it is an improper position to express135

attribute a. Otherwise, we will activate or even136

amplify the controller. We modify Equation 3 as:137

P (X|a) ∝
n∏

i=1

[
P (xi|x<i)P (a|x<i)

λf(a,P (x≤i))
]
.

(4)138

To measure whether it is an appropriate position139

to express the target attribute, we consider the LM’s140

3PPLM, GeDi and DExperts use P (a|x<i) while Fudge
uses P (a|x≤i). We just keep the P (a|x<i) form for conve-
nience, as this variance doesn’t affect the entire mechanism.

4Detailed equational differences of baseline models are in
Appendix C.

preference on attribute a. In Figure 2, degeneration 141

often happens when a serious mismatch occurs be- 142

tween output distributions of the LM and the target 143

attribute. This means when the LM resists tokens 144

of target attribute a, it is not wise to bias LM’s 145

output distribution. Inspired by this, our regula- 146

tor accumulates information from the past output 147

distributions P (xi|x<i), · · · , P (x1) of the LM to 148

measure current preference on the target attribute. 149

We illustrate our framework in Figure 3. Take 150

positive sentiment control as a example, when the 151

LM is about to generate token tastes (Figure 3b) 152

completely irrelevant to the attribute of positive 153

sentiment, our regulator can block this bias signal 154

at the current position. On the contrary (Figure 155

3c), when the LM prefers token awful with a prefix 156

The fruit tastes, our regulator will amplify the bias 157

signal to ensure that sentiment polarity reverses 158

from negative to positive. 159

We implement the regulator with two different 160

approaches in two different scenarios. When lack- 161

ing training data for the regulator, such as topic 162

control, we present a heuristic approach to estimate 163

the LM’s preference. Otherwise, we can train a reg- 164

ulator when we have corpus on the target attribute. 165

Heuristic Regulator Given attribute a with a set 166

of keywords W a = {w1, w2, · · · , wk} and the last 167

output distribution P (xi|x<i) of the LM at position 168

i, we calculate the preference tH as 5: 169

tH =
∑

w∈Wa

P (xi = w|x<i)

f = fH(W a, P (xi|x<i))

= tH/τH ,

(5) 170

where tH measures the total likelihood of the LM 171

generating tokens related to attribute a next. Sim- 172

5Heuristic regulator only needs the last output distribution
P (xi|x<i), rather than past output distributions P (x≤i).
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ply but effectively, heuristic regulator fH will am-173

plify the control signal if preference tH is larger174

than a threshold τH and vice versa.175

Trainable Regulator Heuristic regulator is able176

to adjust the bias signals but heavily rely on the177

coverage of keyword bags. We can train a more so-178

phisticated regulator with pseudo training samples179

derived from datasets such as Yelp and Amazon180

(He and McAuley, 2016) for sentiment control. In-181

spired by unsupervised style transfer with masking182

(Malmi et al., 2020; Reid and Zhong, 2021), we183

annotate each token in each sentence with a float184

score ranging from 0 to 1 which measures rele-185

vance to the target attribute using frequency-based186

and attention-based methods (Wu et al., 2019). For187

robustness, we convert this prediction problem into188

an N -class classification problem6. Specifically,189

the [0, 1] is uniformly divided into N intervals with190

each score belonging to one interval. Finally we191

adopt an attention layer (Vaswani et al., 2017) as192

our regulator fT on top of a fixed LM with future193

tokens masked and get:194

tT =
N∑
k=1

nk × P (k|x≤i)

= n · softmax[W · Attn(h[1..i])]

f = fT (a, P (x≤i))

= tT /τT ,

(6)195

where n = [n1, · · · , nN ] ∈ R1×N is a vector rep-196

resenting medians of N intervals with nk = 2k−1
2N .197

Attn(h[1..i]) is an extra attention layer with past198

logits from h1 to hi as input. W ∈ RN×|hi| is a199

projection parameter. Our trainable regulator fT es-200

timates probability of the next token being relevant201

to attribute a with the expectation tT and scales it202

with the threshold τT .203

3 Experiments204

In this section we first describe our evaluation met-205

rics and baseline models. Then we verify our CAT-206

PAW on positive sentiment control, topic control,207

and language detoxification. For each task we dis-208

cuss its specific challenges, detailed configurations,209

and experiment results.210

3.1 Evaluation Metrics and Baselines211

Automatic Evaluation To test the trade-off, we212

vary the weight λ ∈ [0, λmax], where λmax is the213

6Empirically, we set N = 10.

maximum value of λ on each model before de- 214

generation. We collect a series of λ points with 215

each one corresponding to a set of generated sam- 216

ples. After performing the automatic evaluation on 217

each λ point, we report both average results among 218

all points and the result of the best point for each 219

baseline 7. The former denotes the overall trade- 220

off trends and the latter represents the boundary 221

of models’ ability. We consider four metrics: (1) 222

Control Strength is the general metric regarding 223

to what extent can models generate text with tar- 224

get attributes. In different tasks, control strength 225

is evaluated as: (a) Positivity is the probability of 226

text being positive measured by a classifier trained 227

on IMDB movie reviews (Maas et al., 2011); (b) 228

Keywords is the frequency of tokens from target 229

attribute’s bag-of-word for topic control; (c) Tox- 230

icity is the probability of text being toxic from 231

PERSPECTIVE API8. (2) Perplexity is a fluency 232

metric calculated by GPT (Radford et al., 2018), 233

with higher perplexity meaning lower fluency. (3) 234

Distinctness is the distinct n-grams score (Li et al., 235

2016). Holtzman et al. (2020) points out that text 236

repetition may deceive the perplexity while can eas- 237

ily be recognized by distinctness. (4) Slope is the 238

degree of the trade-off. We restrict the trade-off 239

curve to a smooth interval and obtain the slope by 240

performing a linear fit. 241

Human Evaluation We report the human result 242

of the best λ point for each model since it can 243

fully reflect the capabilities of the model. We ran- 244

domly shuffle each group of generated samples 245

from our framework and the corresponding base- 246

line method9. Each sample group is annotated by 247

three professional evaluators for: (1) Strength is 248

the control strength of target attribute evaluated by 249

humans. Evaluators need to measure to what ex- 250

tent the generated text satisfies the target attribute 251

according to its prefix. For positive sentiment con- 252

trol, The score ranges from −1 to 1 with −1 being 253

7The selection of the best point relies on both the distance
from the point to the line linearly fitted to the trade-off curve
and the control strength. We choose the farthest point be-
low the line among the points with control strength beyond a
threshold.

8 https://github.com/conversationai/pe
rspectiveapi

9For example, the original PPLM, our heuristic framework,
and our trainable framework generate 100 samples separately.
We put these 300 samples together as a group and then shuffle
them. Every evaluator is required to overview these 300 sam-
ples before scoring each sample individually. Therefore, we
can avoid human prejudice on different baselines and obtain
relative scores that are more robust.
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Positive Slope ↓ Average Best
Pos(%)↑ PPL↓ Dist1↑ Dist2↑ Dist3↑ Pos(%)↑ Str(%)↑ PPL↓ Flu↑

GPT2 top-10 - 27.00 21.82 0.27 0.66 0.82 27.00 - 21.82 -

PPLM
Origin 136.68 47.62 40.71 0.25 0.64 0.81 53.08 3.94 36.17 2.73
+ T 67.06 49.09 33.13 0.27 0.67 0.84 54.79 5.20 32.41 3.07
+ H 56.84 47.17 28.32 0.25 0.66 0.82 57.51 10.26 36.48 3.03

GPT2 top-100 - 24.90 45.58 0.36 0.80 0.89 24.90 - 45.58 -

GeD
i Origin 82.23 50.27 51.05 0.33 0.79 0.89 55.18 13.14 53.78 2.88

+ T 60.54 50.29 50.83 0.34 0.79 0.89 56.24 16.86 53.77 2.88
+ H 36.48 52.08 49.49 0.33 0.79 0.89 60.46 18.86 53.78 2.92

DExp
ert

s Origin 64.50 51.51 56.78 0.35 0.80 0.89 64.68 15.94 59.38 3.46
+ T 38.31 55.85 55.83 0.35 0.80 0.89 64.36 16.20 56.24 3.49
+ H 29.75 54.15 56.08 0.36 0.80 0.89 64.93 17.86 56.99 3.48

GPT2 top-200 - 26.99 58.04 0.36 0.81 0.89 26.99 - 58.04 -

Fud
ge

Origin 72.47 43.64 64.32 0.36 0.80 0.89 52.27 8.80 59.48 3.20
+ T 35.68 45.49 63.32 0.36 0.81 0.89 54.80 12.54 61.69 3.11
+ H 17.68 46.55 62.89 0.36 0.81 0.89 58.44 22.66 58.32 3.25

Table 1: Results on Positive sentiment control. Pos, Str, Flu, and PPL represent Positivity, Strength, Fluency, and
Perplexity, respectively. T refers to CAT-PAW using the trainable regulator, while H is CAT-PAW using the heuristic
one. Average refers to average results among all points and Best represents result of the best point for each model.

“conflict with target attribute”, 0 being “nothing to254

do with target attribute”, and 1 being “highly con-255

sistent with target attribute”. For topic control and256

languange detoxification, the score ranges from 0257

to 1. (2) Fluency is fluency of generated text. Eval-258

uators are asked to score a single sample on a scale259

of 1-5, with 1 being “anything except a complete260

sentence” and 5 being “very fluent”.261

Baselines We use top-k sampling and gpt2-262

medium (Radford et al., 2019) as the LM for these263

SOTA models to make trade-off curve plotting con-264

venient. PPLM (Dathathri et al., 2020) biases hid-265

den states of LM with gradients from a trained266

classifier. GeDi (Krause et al., 2020) trains 2 class-267

conditional LMs to get probabilities of target at-268

tribute at each decoding step. Fudge (Yang and269

Klein, 2021) predicts probabilities of the target at-270

tribute with a classifier considering one more token271

ahead. DExperts (Liu et al., 2021a) trains an ex-272

pert and an anti-expert class-conditional LM. It273

biases hidden states of the LM from the difference274

of outputs between expert and anti-expert.275

3.2 Positive Sentiment Control276

Positive sentiment control is a task of practical use.277

For example, a chatbot needs to generate positive278

and friendly content even when the user expresses279

depression. We experiment with our CAT-PAW280

over all baselines. PPLM trains a classifier on281

Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST-5; Socher et al.,282

2013) and we use the same one for Fudge. Class-283

conditional LMs of GeDi and DExperts are trained284

on IMDB movie reviews (Maas et al., 2011) and285

SST-5 respectively. For PPLM, we take top-10286

sampling that ensures fluency with little sacrifice 287

on diversity. We set k = 200 for Fudge as it needs 288

to sample before control while Gedi and DExperts 289

use top-100 sampling as default. We collect senti- 290

ment keywords for heuristic regulator according to 291

frequency (Wu et al., 2019) before post-processing. 292

Besides, we annotate pseudo data on Yelp dataset 293

with frequency-based and attention-based methods 294

(Wu et al., 2019) for our trainable regulator. When 295

it comes to prefixes, we use “My dog died” and 296

“The food is awful” (as in PPLM), which are almost 297

impossible for LM itself to generate positive sen- 298

tences. For each prefix, we generate 50 diverse 299

samples with a sentence length of 50. 300

According to automatic evaluation results in Ta- 301

ble 1, our CAT-PAW can effectively alleviate the 302

trade-off as the slope decay to at most 73.62% 303

of GeDi and 24.40% at least compared to Fudge. 304

CAT-PAW improves more significantly with re- 305

spect to the trade-off, characterized by slope, on 306

less powerful baseline models: Fudge and PPLM. 307

For the more powerful baseline DExperts and 308

GeDi, CAT-PAW can still achieve a surprising per- 309

formance with the slope decaying to about 50%. 310

For average results, CAT-PAW with both two reg- 311

ulators can consistently achieve higher control 312

strength (Positivity) with lower perplexity com- 313

pared to each baseline, which is relevant to the 314

lower slope. We achieve comparable performance 315

compared to all baseline models and gpt2-medium 316

in terms of distinctness, which ensures a high con- 317

trol strength without repeating positive tokens. 318

For both automatic and human evaluation results 319

of best points, we can significantly improve control 320
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PPLM:  My dog died when I gave him a wonderful surprise gift!
I was so happy to receive my wonderful gift!! I was so excited
when my husband asked what I had in mind but when he told
me how the gifts were, I thought it was just a normal surprise...

+ H  :   My dog died today. He was a wonderful, energetic and
loving dog who loved to help anyone who walked through life
with joy and pride. I miss you and happiness, his friends forever
in life. We will love you forever, always...

+ T :  My dog died! He was my hero! He was the only dog in the
entire house and I had a huge heart-wrenching, full-tilt. I am so
very proud of this amazing dog. I've never seen this. My...

Fudge:  My dog died yesterday. I love her wonderful personality
and her people, and do everything I can to spread love for her
on Facebook, Instagram, and her website. I've been receiving
messages about her death from all over; everywhere...
+ T :  My dog died yesterday. Amazing kid. She is the best thing
that has happened to me. Her energy and poise have not worn
away. I am blessed to have met her forever so not just my dog
but some of the best...
+ H  :    My dog died  in a beautiful, easy-going way that my
children will cherish. They enjoyed the time I spent with them
while she was there, and she died in such a wonderful, loving
way. Someone will miss her dearly...

Figure 4: Examples on positive sentiment control.
Green denotes prefix, red represents positive contents,
and blue represents negative contents. Our two regula-
tors can generate high-quality text with more positive
contents. More cases are in Appendix E.

strength among all baselines without sacrificing321

fluency. In Figure 5, we plot PPLM’s trade-off322

curve between control strength and fluency and fit323

the curve linearly. It can be seen that CAT-PAW324

alleviates the trade-off by making less sacrifices325

to fluency with similar control strength. Figure 4326

shows the text generated by baseline models and327

CAT-PAW. Compared to baseline models, CAT-328

PAW consistently produces less contradictory text329

with more positive contents.330

Comparing our two regulators, the heuristic one331

(H) performs better than the trainable one (T). We332

hypothesize that it is due to the noises in the pseudo333

data for training the regulator. However, when bi-334

asing control signals, the trainable regulator can335

make its own decision, rather than following LM’s336

preference as the heuristic one. That’s why the337

trainable one can sometimes achieve higher con-338

trol strength but higher perplexity compared to the339

heuristic one, as in the average results on PPLM.340

3.3 Topic Control341

Topic control is an unsupervised task that models342

have to generate text on the specified topic such as343

military with only a bag of keywords. We experi-344

ment on PPLM and Fudge, and our CAT-PAW with345

the heuristic regulator. We adopt 6 topics (military,346

computers, legal, politics, science, and space) and 5347

prefixes (“The chicken”, “The horse”, “The pizza”,348
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Figure 5: Trade-off between control strength and text
fluency of PPLM on positive sentiment control. Other
baselines are included in Appendix E.

“The potato”, and “The lake”)10. For each topic- 349

prefix pair, we generate 20 samples with 50 tokens 350

each. To evaluate control strength, we calculate 351

the number of target-attribute keywords appearing 352

in the generated text. We largely follow the setup 353

of themselves and use top-10 sampling to prevent 354

repetition as possible. 355

Results are demonstrated in Table 2. We can 356

alleviate the trade-off with the slope decaying no- 357

tably. With a higher base perplexity, PPLM suffers 358

less on the trade-off compared to Fudge. However, 359

Fudge performs better in general with higher con- 360

trol strength (Keywords) and lower perplexity in 361

average results. Our CAT-PAW can significantly 362

reduce the perplexity and enhance control strength 363

on these two baselines. With the increase of con- 364

trol strength, the distinctness of CAT-PAW hardly 365

drops. For best results, we boost baseline mod- 366

els’ ability with higher control strength while also 367

producing more fluent text, which is in line with 368

human evaluation results shown in Table 3. 369

Besides, as plotted in Figure 6, different topics 370

also influence CAT-PAW’s performance. Military 371

topic control is harder as it possesses more poly- 372

semous keywords with commonly used meanings. 373

For example11, win can be used in competition or 374

battlefield, tank can be a container or a weapon, 375

and company is a business entity or a military unit. 376

Heuristic regulator in our CAT-PAW is sometimes 377

confused about the LM’s preference when facing 378

these keywords at the current decoding position. 379

10We follow the prefix setup of PPLM.
11Bag of keywords for topics are in Appendix G.
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Topic Slope↓ Average Best
Keywords↑ PPL↓ Dist-1↑ Dist-2↑ Dist-3↑ Keywords↑ PPL↓

M
ili

ta
ry

GPT2 top-10 - 0.16 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.16 31.12

PPLM Origin 9.38 1.37 68.06 0.36 0.76 0.90 3.06 82.20
+ H 5.61 2.03 64.68 0.36 0.75 0.89 3.46 69.83

Fudge Origin 20.17 1.33 53.29 0.35 0.75 0.90 1.82 56.46
+ H 10.70 1.39 42.75 0.35 0.77 0.91 2.17 50.45

C
om

pu
te

rs GPT2 top-10 - 0.13 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.13 31.12

PPLM Origin 8.89 1.25 62.35 0.36 0.76 0.90 3.25 80.13
+ H 2.35 1.77 61.09 0.35 0.75 0.89 3.55 60.17

Fudge Origin 14.14 1.53 54.13 0.35 0.75 0.89 2.81 63.56
+ H 6.40 1.55 44.46 0.35 0.75 0.89 2.93 52.00

L
eg

al

GPT2 top-10 - 0.29 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.29 31.12

PPLM Origin 3.28 1.13 55.04 0.35 0.76 0.90 3.35 60.27
+ H 0.76 1.98 51.93 0.34 0.75 0.89 4.31 54.10

Fudge Origin 11.75 1.57 52.67 0.35 0.76 0.90 3.06 63.42
+ H 6.62 2.04 46.27 0.35 0.76 0.90 3.08 47.96

Po
lit

ic
s

GPT2 top-10 - 0.09 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.09 31.12

PPLM Origin 7.56 1.22 62.18 0.35 0.75 0.90 3.40 75.98
+ H 0.29 1.85 53.13 0.35 0.75 0.89 4.19 56.52

Fudge Origin 26.01 0.91 57.38 0.35 0.74 0.89 1.58 76.99
+ H 19.45 1.41 54.88 0.35 0.75 0.90 1.80 60.67

Sc
ie

nc
e

GPT2 top-10 - 0.06 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.06 31.12

PPLM Origin 2.90 0.98 54.68 0.35 0.76 0.90 2.88 57.91
+ H 1.21 1.19 54.01 0.35 0.76 0.89 3.15 55.78

Fudge Origin 25.15 1.17 58.99 0.33 0.73 0.89 1.81 76.78
+ H 17.71 1.42 54.50 0.34 0.74 0.89 1.84 59.60

Sp
ac

e

GPT2 top-10 - 0.01 31.12 0.33 0.76 0.90 0.01 31.12

PPLM Origin 5.21 0.69 57.78 0.35 0.75 0.89 2.41 67.02
+ H 1.37 0.94 56.17 0.35 0.75 0.88 2.90 58.68

Fudge Origin 16.43 1.41 53.06 0.34 0.72 0.87 2.95 79.60
+ H 8.67 1.86 47.19 0.34 0.75 0.90 2.72 52.58

Table 2: Automatic results on Topic control.

Topic Strength(%) ↑ Fluency↑

M
ili

ta
ry PPLM Origin 41.03 3.54

+ H 43.43 3.63

Fudge Origin 49.60 3.57
+ H 51.87 3.73

Table 3: Human evaluation of best points on Military
Topic control.

3.4 Language Detoxification380

Language detoxification is a crucial task as pre-381

trained LMs have a certain probability of generat-382

ing toxic content such as insult and identity attack383

(Wallace et al., 2019; Sheng et al., 2020). Given an384

adversarial prefix that can induce the LM to gen-385

erate toxic content, models need to bias the LM386

away from choosing toxic tokens. We experiment387

on PPLM and DExperts and follow their setup with388

PPLM trained on Toxic Comment Classification389

Challenge12 and DExperts trained on Jigsaw Unin-390

tended Bias in Toxicity Classification Kaggle Chal-391

lenge13. We choose “The men started swearing at392

12 https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-tox
ic-comment-classification-challenge

13 https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-uni
ntended-bias-in-toxicity-classification

me, called me” and “So if you grab a woman by the” 393

as prefixes that possess proven ability to activate 394

toxicity in GPT2 (Gehman et al., 2020). We just 395

test our CAT-PAW with the heuristic regulator as 396

we can easily acquire a toxic word bag. We mea- 397

sure the control strength with PERSPECTIVE API, 398

which predicts the probability of text being toxic. 399

The higher control strength, the lower toxicity and 400

the probability are obtained by the classifier. 401

Results are shown in Table 4 and we can alle- 402

viate the trade-off with the rapidly dropped slope. 403

For best results, we enhance PPLM significantly 404

while performing comparably to powerful DEx- 405

perts. Considering that we have achieved remark- 406

able performances on fluency, it is difficult for CAT- 407

PAW to outperform such a strong baseline in terms 408

of control strength. Human evaluation results are 409

also in line with the automatic ones. 410

As in Figure 7, with the toxicity14 decreasing 411

from right to left, perplexity of CAT-PAW almost 412

not increases. Different from former tasks, our 413

heuristic regulator works reversely. When the LM 414

14Toxicity here represents the probability of text being toxic,
which is negatively correlated with the control strength.
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Detoxification Slope↑ Average Best
Tox(%)↓ PPL↓ Dist1↑ Dist2↑ Dist3↑ Tox(%)↓ Str(%)↓ PPL↓ Flu↑

GPT2 top-10 - 74.56 19.62 0.24 0.58 0.71 74.56 - 19.62 -

PPLM Origin -100.40 49.97 30.61 0.31 0.66 0.76 44.08 34.42 31.77 2.88
+ H -7.52 43.85 21.86 0.28 0.62 0.73 35.89 22.83 20.75 3.08

DExperts Origin -42.50 40.69 24.37 0.25 0.59 0.72 29.05 20.43 33.81 3.44
+ H -5.19 39.28 20.21 0.24 0.58 0.71 30.86 20.50 20.75 3.63

Table 4: Results on Detoxification. Tox, Str, Flu, and PPL represent Toxicity, Strength, Fluency, and Perplexity.
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Figure 6: Trade-off between control strength and text
fluency of PPLM on topic control. Other curves are
plotted in Appendix E.
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Figure 7: Trade-off between control strength and text
fluency on detoxification. The control strength increases
with toxicity decreasing from right to left.

tends to generate toxic tokens, the regulator will415

enhance the controller till overwriting toxic content.416

Otherwise, our regulator will always suppress the417

controller, which ensures high fluency.418

4 Related Work419

Controllable text generation (Prabhumoye et al.,420

2020) is widely studied by previous work using cus-421

tom neural networks (Ficler and Goldberg, 2017;422

Ghosh et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2017) and VAE423

architectures (Hu et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2019).424

With the advancement of language modeling and425

pretraining (Radford et al., 2018, 2019; Brown 426

et al., 2020), recent works (Keskar et al., 2019; Gu- 427

rurangan et al., 2020; Khalifa et al., 2021) attempt 428

to modify or fine-tune a pretrained LM controlled 429

by target attributes. 430

As the size of LMs expands exponentially (Fedus 431

et al., 2021), there emerge two main control meth- 432

ods with LM fixed. One is the prompt-tuning-based 433

method (Liu et al., 2021b), which attempts to guide 434

the LM’s generation behavior with prompts learned 435

by fine-tuning (Yu et al., 2021) or reinforcement 436

learning (Guo et al., 2021). The other is weighted 437

decoding which biases attributes of generated text 438

synchronously during decoding. PPLM (Dathathri 439

et al., 2020) biases LM’s decoding with gradients 440

from an attribute specified classifier. GeDi (Krause 441

et al., 2020) applies Bayes rule to decompose con- 442

ditional generation probability into an LM and a 443

generative classifier. FUDGE (Yang and Klein, 444

2021) tries Bayes rule similarly while training a 445

classifier considering one future token ahead. DEx- 446

perts (Liu et al., 2021a) ensembles probabilities 447

from general LM and attribute-conditioned LMs. 448

Different from them, we pay more attention to 449

how to realize the strength adjustable controllable 450

text generation model and the generated text always 451

maintains a high fluency. 452

5 Conclusion 453

In this work, we focus on weighted decoding based 454

controllable text generation and devote to allevi- 455

ating the control strength/fluency trade-off. We 456

present a framework CAT-PAW adaptive to all ex- 457

isting weighted decoding methods via introducing 458

a position-aware regulator. In experiments for posi- 459

tive sentiment control, topic control, and language 460

detoxification, our CAT-PAW can adjust bias sig- 461

nals from controllers properly and generate high- 462

quality text with flexible control strength. Besides, 463

we present a novel metric slope to evaluate the 464

trade-off, and our CAT-PAW achieves significant 465

improvements on this metric. 466
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A Limitations and Future Direction 662

Our framework CAT-PAW relies on token-level 663

information, especially the BPE tokens from 664

GPT2tokenizer. This means we have no idea of 665

how to make decisions from a global perspective. 666

It’s hard for our framework to handle tasks such as 667

clickbait style control that can’t be summarized in 668

bag of keywords. For future work, we will focus 669

on controllable generation with global constraints. 670

Besides, our trainable regulator can outperform 671

baseline models but is just competitive to our 672

heuristic one. The trainable regulator is expected to 673

possess the more powerful ability but is restricted 674

by our easy pseudo-data creation. We may also 675

explore a more reliable data construction method 676

to test the boundary of its capability in the future. 677

B Ethical Consideration 678

We are fully aware that controllable generation 679

technology has a potential to produce offensive 680

and harmful text when maliciously used. However, 681

it is also a powerful weapon for generating diverse 682

contents, combating hate speech, and eliminating 683

harmful information in pretrained language models. 684

We believe it meaningful and beneficial for us to 685

advance research on controllable text generation. 686
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C Equations of Baseline Models687

In detail, the decoding process is:688

P (X|a) ≃
n∏

i=1

[
P (xi|x<i)P (a|x<i)

λ
]

=

n∏
i=1

[
softmax(hi) · softmax(ci)λ

]
,

(7)689

where ci is logits for the ith token computed by the690

controller P (a|x<i) = softmax(ci). PPLM and691

DExperts utilize another approximation form as:692

P (X|a) ∝
n∏

i=1

softmax(hi + λ ci). (8)693

The main difference is that PPLM and DExperts694

combine output distributions of the LM and the695

controller before softmax(·).696

D Experiment Details697

Hyperparameters are demonstrated in Table 5.698

PPLM’s λ is composed of iteration times and step699

size as it provides gradient-like bias signals. Be-700

sides, we come up with a small trick for accelerat-701

ing the hyperparameter tuning. We add a threshold702

β and get:703 {
min [λ× f(a, P (x≤i)), β], β ≤ λ

λ×min [f(a, P (x≤i)), 1], β > λ,
704

rather than λ× f(a, P (x≤i)) barely, to ensure that705

original methods are lower bound of ours. When706

weight λ is low, we can accept a more intense bias707

signal at the proper position. However, it’s unwise708

to amplify the bias signal when λ is high enough.709

E Additional Results710

GeDi:  My dog died a few weeks ago, and I recently watched this
video. Not only was I deeply moved by their love for each
other, but much like the rest of us, the grieving dogs showed the
same beautiful loving behavior that makes love so...
+ T :  My dog died tonight at the age of 17. She was a total joy
to be with. She was so sweet, playful, loving, loving, cuddle
tender, happy and so kind to all of those around her, all the
time...
+ H :  My dog died 2 years ago. Tallie died 2 years ago. She was
4 months old. I love her dearly and miss her so much. She is
such a hardy little dog because she has a tough family life.
She...

DExperts:  My dog died of diabetes after nearly two decades of
treating my family with medication, but she took to it with such
enthusiasm that it touched others. She was always so
thankful for life. "She brought smiles to our family," Myra
said...
+ T :  My dog died today. He was a lovely little husky which we
only knew as an "old husky friend". My husband and I bought
him from a shelter and have since been raising him very nicely.
He is a very gentle one...
+ H :  My dog died and you were touched for that as well. He's
been my mentor for the past three years and in spite of not
having a formal adoption or foster homes, I am so grateful to
have found him in a place so similar to...

Figure 8: Examples on positive sentiment control.
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Figure 9: Trade-off between control strength and fluency
of Fudge on positive sentiment control.
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Figure 10: Trade-off between control strength and flu-
ency of GeDi on positive sentiment control.
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Model Task Range of λ τT τH threshold β

PPLM

Positive [0, 3 × 0.4] 0.2 0.05 -
Military [0, 16 × 0.01] - 0.01 -

Computers [0, 16 × 0.01] - 0.01 -
Legal [0, 16 × 0.01] - 0.01 -

Politics [0, 16 × 0.01] - 0.005 -
Science [0, 20 × 0.01] - 0.005 -
Space [0, 20 × 0.01] - 0.005 -

Detoxification [0, 3 × 0.2] - 0.05 -

Fudge

Positive [0, 6.0] 0.1 0.03 10.0
Military [0, 10.0] - 0.02 12.0

Computers [0, 10.0] - 0.015 8.0
Legal [0, 3.0] - 0.003 6.0

Politics [0, 10.0] - 0.001 6.0
Science [0, 20.0] - 0.001 18.0
Space [0, 20.0] - 0.001 17.0

GeDi Positive [0, 120.0] 0.03 0.0005 110.0

DExperts
Positive [0, 1.6] 0.01 0.0006 1.3

Detoxification [0, 1.6] - 0.05 1.3

Table 5: Hyperparameters.
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Figure 11: Trade-off between control strength and flu-
ency of DExperts on positive sentiment control.
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Figure 12: Trade-off between control strength and flu-
ency of PPLM on science and space topic control.
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Figure 13: Trade-off between control strength and fluency of Fudge on topic control.
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F Analysis on Human Evaluation711

Model Task
Kappa(%)

Strength Fluency

PPLM
Positive 58.91 36.61
Military 83.00 36.83

Detoxification 85.00 40.83

Fudge
Positive 55.78 32.56
Military 65.67 33.50

GeDi Positive 58.33 38.00

DExperts
Positive 60.67 30.44

Detoxification 84.33 40.33

Table 6: Analysis on Human Evaluation.

G Bag of Keywords for Topic Control712

We use the bag of keywords collected by PPLM713

from www.enchantedlearning.com/wo714

rdlist.715

Military: academy, advance, aircraft, ally,716

ammo, ammunition, armor, arms, army, arrow, ar-717

senal, artillery, attack, attention, ballistic, barracks,718

base, battalion, battery, battle, battlefield, bomb,719

bombard, bombardment, brig, brigade, bullet, cam-720

ouflage, camp, cannon, captain, capture, carrier,721

casualty, catapult, cavalry, colonel, combat, com-722

mand, commander, commission, company, conflict,723

conquest, convoy, corps, covert, crew, decode, de-724

feat, defend, defense, destroyer, division, draft, en-725

code, enemy, engage, enlist, evacuate, explosive,726

fight, fire, fleet, force, formation, fort, front, garri-727

son, general, grenade, grunt, guerrilla, gun, head-728

quarters, helmet, honor, hospital, infantry, injury,729

intelligence, invade, invasion, jet, kill, leave, lieu-730

tenant, major, maneuver, marines, MIA, mid, mili-731

tary, mine, missile, mortar, navy, neutral, offense,732

officer, ordinance, parachute, peace, plane, platoon,733

private, radar, rank, recruit, regiment, rescue, re-734

serves, retreat, ribbon, sabotage, sailor, salute, sec-735

tion, sergeant, service, shell, shoot, shot, siege,736

sniper, soldier, spear, specialist, squad, squadron,737

staff, submarine, surrender, tactical, tactics, tank,738

torpedo, troops, truce, uniform, unit, veteran, vol-739

ley, war, warfare, warrior, weapon, win, wound740

Computers: algorithm, analog, app, application,741

array, backup, bandwidth, binary, bit, bite, blog,742

blogger, bookmark, boot, broadband, browser,743

buffer, bug, bus, byte, cache, caps, captcha, CD,744

client, command, compile, compress, computer,745

configure, cookie, copy, CPU, dashboard, data, 746

database, debug, delete, desktop, development, dig- 747

ital, disk, document, domain, dot, download, drag, 748

dynamic, email, encrypt, encryption, enter, FAQ, 749

file, firewall, firmware, flaming, flash, folder, font, 750

format, frame, graphics, hack, hacker, hardware, 751

home, host, html, icon, inbox, integer, interface, 752

Internet, IP, iteration, Java, joystick, kernel, key, 753

keyboard, keyword, laptop, link, Linux, logic, lo- 754

gin, lurking, Macintosh, macro, malware, media, 755

memory, mirror, modem, monitor, motherboard, 756

mouse, multimedia, net, network, node, offline, 757

online, OS, option, output, page, password, paste, 758

path, piracy, pirate, platform, podcast, portal, print, 759

printer, privacy, process, program, programmer, 760

protocol, RAM, reboot, resolution, restore, ROM, 761

root, router, runtime, save, scan, scanner, screen, 762

screenshot, script, scroll, security, server, shell, 763

shift, snapshot, software, spam, spreadsheet, stor- 764

age, surf, syntax, table, tag, template, thread, tool- 765

bar, trash, undo, Unix, upload, URL, user, UI, user- 766

name, utility, version, virtual, virus, web, website, 767

widget, wiki, window, Windows, wireless, worm, 768

XML, Zip 769

Legal: affidavit, allegation, appeal, appearance, 770

argument, arrest, assault, attorney, bail, bankrupt, 771

bankruptcy, bar, bench, warrant, bond, booking, 772

capital, crime, case, chambers, claim, complainant, 773

complaint, confess, confession, constitution, con- 774

stitutional, contract, counsel, court, custody, dam- 775

ages, decree, defendant, defense, deposition, dis- 776

covery, equity, estate, ethics, evidence, examina- 777

tion, family, law, felony, file, fraud, grievance, 778

guardian, guilty, hearing, immunity, incarceration, 779

incompetent, indictment, injunction, innocent, in- 780

structions, jail, judge, judiciary, jurisdiction, jury, 781

justice, law, lawsuit, lawyer, legal, legislation, li- 782

able, litigation, manslaughter, mediation, minor, 783

misdemeanor, moot, murder, negligence, oath, ob- 784

jection, opinion, order, ordinance, pardon, parole, 785

party, perjury, petition, plaintiff, plea, precedent, 786

prison, probation, prosecute, prosecutor, proxy, 787

record, redress, resolution, reverse, revoke, rob- 788

bery, rules, sentence, settlement, sheriff, sidebar, 789

standing, state, statute, stay, subpoena, suit, sup- 790

press, sustain, testimony, theft, title, tort, transcript, 791

trial, trust, trustee, venue, verdict, waiver, warrant, 792

will, witness, writ, zoning 793

Politics: affirm, appropriation, aristocracy, au- 794

thoritarian, authority, authorization, brief, capital- 795
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ism, communism, constitution, conservatism, court,796

deficit, diplomacy, direct, democracy, equality, ex-797

ports, fascism, federation, government, ideology,798

imports, initiative, legislature, legitimacy, liberal-799

ism, liberty, majority, order, political, culture, pol-800

itics, power, primary, property, ratification, recall,801

referendum, republic, socialism, state, subsidy, tar-802

iff, imports, tax, totalitarian803

Science: astronomy, atom, biology, cell, chem-804

ical, chemistry, climate, control, data, electricity,805

element, energy, evolution, experiment, fact, flask,806

fossil, funnel, genetics, gravity, hypothesis, lab, lab-807

oratory, laws, mass, matter, measure, microscope,808

mineral, molecule, motion, observe, organism, par-809

ticle, phase, physics, research, scale, science, scien-810

tist, telescope, temperature, theory, tissue, variable,811

volume, weather, weigh812

Space: planet, galaxy, space, universe, orbit,813

spacecraft, earth, moon, comet, star, astronaut,814

aerospace, asteroid, spaceship, starship, galactic,815

satellite, meteor816
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